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Despite the challenges posed by the COVID pandemic, the Police Department has striven to
provide the town with an exceptional level of service to those that call Brookline their home, as
well as those traveling through or visiting. Throughout the first half of the year, members of the
Brookline community have worked together to plan and coordinate special events, activities and
trainings that were postponed in 2020. Some of this planning included preparation for the 125th
running of the Boston Marathon, the Brookline Police Department Summer Youth Program for 7th
and 8th graders, Active Threat training for local houses of worship and the Public Schools of
Brookline, as well as community events such as a Thanksgiving Dinner and a Movie Night in the
Park. As COVID-19 regulations continue to lift, we are looking forward to resuming more of these
cherished events and activities.
Even with the COVID-19 pandemic continuing to affect daily lives in 2021, the officers and
civilians of the Brookline Police Department have continued to adapt to the changing environment
and demonstrate their dedication to the community they serve. Although the emergence of variants
of the virus have interfered with attempts to return to ‘normal,’ our officers have continued to
adapt their duties and in-person activities to reflect the current safety restrictions. This includes
socially-distanced or outdoor activities, events requiring masks, and virtual follow-ups.
Following the lifting of some regulations, we have been able to resume some of our postponed
traditions. During the warmer months, the Department hosted various outdoor activities such as
Family Flicks and Fun in the Park, Operation Move-In, and flag football with the Special
Olympics. As we moved indoors, due to the COVID cases at a record low, our Community Service
Department worked with the culinary department at Brookline High School to host a community
Thanksgiving Celebration, sponsored the much anticipated Youth Summer Program, Citizen’s
Police Academy, CERT training program, and multiple self-defense courses for women and
LGBTQ+ youth.
Outside of the Police Department’s community outreach initiatives, officers continued to respond
to calls for service and crimes reported to our Public Safety Dispatch Center. In 2021, there were
647 Part A crimes reported in Brookline, which is a decrease of 16.84% from the 778 Part A crimes
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reported in 2020. In addition, there were also 60 attempted Part A crimes reported in 2021 and 10
crimes reported in 2021 that occurred in previous years. As such with the decrease in crime, there
was a reduction in the violent crime categories of homicide, robbery, and assaults, as well as in the
property crime category of larcenies. Unfortunately, there were increases in rape, burglary, and
motor vehicle thefts when compared to 2020. There were no homicides in 2021, which is a
decrease from the one homicide that was reported in 2020. There were two rapes in 2021, which
is an increase from the one rape in 2020. There were 12 robberies in 2021, which is a decrease
from the 15 robberies in 2020. There were 89 assaults in 2021, which is a decrease from the 120
assaults in 2020. There were 54 burglaries in 2021, which is an increase from the 43 burglaries in
2020. There were 468 larcenies in 2021, which is a decrease from the 582 larcenies in 2020. There
were 22 motor vehicle thefts in 2021, which is an increase from the 16 motor vehicle thefts in
2020.
During the year, there were 109 arrests, down 47.09% from the 206 arrests made in 2020. The
decrease in arrests was partly due to a change in Department operating procedures, where due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, officers were encouraged to seek court action rather than place
individuals under arrest. This operating procedure went into effect with public health in mind so
that in-person contact for extended periods of time could be reduced not only for our officers, but
also individuals who would have been subject to arrest.
In 2021, 49 arrestees were identified as white (44.95%), 31 arrestees were identified as black
(28.44%), 23 arrestees were identified as Hispanic/Latinx (21.10%), 1 was identified as
Asian/Pacific Islander (.92%), 5 were identified as Middle Eastern/East Indian (4.59%), and none
were identified as Native American/Alaskan Native. Of the 109 arrests in 2021, 91 identified as
males (83.49%) and 18 identified as females (16.51%). Juveniles accounted for two arrests in 2021
(1.83%).
In 2021, there were 33 field interrogations conducted, which is a decrease of 8.33% from the 36
field interrogations conducted in 2020. In the area of traffic enforcement, there were 4,358 moving
violations issued, which is an increase of 28.18% from the 3,400 issued in 2020. Additionally,
there were 76,275 parking violations issued and processed with the Traffic/Parking Division,
which is an increase from the 73,271 parking violations issued in 2020.
The 2021 Year End Race and Gender Report, which outlines four categories of interactions our
officers have with the community, has also been completed and is attached for your review. As
you will see, the Police Department continues to provide a high caliber of police service to the
community while ensuring that race and gender bias are not a factor in the delivery of those
services. The categories we examine are: arrests, field interrogations, moving violations and
civilian complaints.
It is also noteworthy that during the year, there were four civilian complaints filed with the Office
of Professional Responsibility which, when compared against the Department’s volume of
documented community interactions correlates to a significantly low rate of complaints. This
figure does not even include the thousands of daily, informal interactions our officers have during
traffic posts, walking beats, and routine patrol.
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The Department has continued to utilize the power of social media to share human interest pieces
about officers and the work they are doing day in and day out in Brookline. In the past, we have
increased our use of Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, while continuing to build our presence on
YouTube in order to maximize our outreach to the community across multiple platforms. These
efforts have resulted in increased followers amongst all of our social media platforms.
As a result of retirements and officers resigning from their positions throughout the year, the
Department made six promotions. Jennifer Paster was promoted to Deputy Superintendent and is
assigned as the commander of the Community Service and Training Division. Richard Allen was
promoted to Deputy Superintendent and was assigned as the commander of the Patrol Division
until his promotion to Acting Chief in early 2022. Charles Thornton was promoted to Lieutenant
as is assigned to the Office of Professional Responsibility. Ilya Gruber was promoted to Lieutenant
and is assigned as the commander of the first platoon. Robert M. Collins and Megan Keaveney
were promoted to Sergeant and are both assigned to the second platoon as patrol supervisors.
In June of 2020, our newest class of recruit officers graduated from the Cambridge-Northeastern
Police Academy. Throughout the second half of 2020, these officers completed several weeks of
in-service training with our Training Unit to become acclimated to Brookline specific operating
procedures, before being assigned to the Patrol Division for two and a half months of field training
where they were assigned to a senior officer across all shifts. Throughout 2021, these officers were
released from their field training program and were able to perform their duties as solo officers. In
June of 2021, all six officers successfully completed their probationary period.
The annual Brookline Police Awards ceremony was held in June. The following officers were
recognized: 2020 Police Officer of the Year: Sergeant Casey Hatchett, Life Saving Medal: Officers
Sean Williams, Evans Alfred and Brian Merrigan, Public Service Medal: Officers Kaitlin
Conneely and Detective Michelle Lawlor, Commendation Medal (for 5 commendations): Officers
Evans Alfred and Brian Bridges. Additionally, throughout the year there were numerous
commendations issued to officers of all ranks and divisions and civilians for exceptional work they
performed.
Day after day, Brookline police officers display outstanding performance in a variety of situations
and consistently demonstrate their commitment to providing the highest quality of police service
to the public. With professionalism and expertise, we continue to build relationships with the
community in order to improve personal safety, protect individual’s rights and property, and
promote individual responsibility and community commitment to keep people safe and aware. As
the relationship between the Brookline Police Department and the greater Brookline community
that we serve continues to evolve, our officers remain committed to everyone living, working,
visiting or traveling through the Town of Brookline. We look forward to continuing to work with
the community to reform the police profession while still building relationships with all. I look
forward to discussing this report with you.
Respectfully,
Richard E. Allen
Acting Chief of Police
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YEAR END CRIME REVIEW
The following is a summary of Part A Crimes reported in Brookline during 2021. Part A crimes
are defined by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and include: murder, rape, robbery,
assault, burglary, larceny and motor vehicle theft.
In 2021, there were 647 Part A crimes reported in Brookline, down 16.84% from the 778 Part A
crimes reported in 2020. In addition, there were also 60 attempted Part A crimes reported in 2021
and 10 crimes reported in 2021, but occurred in previous years.
In 2021, there was a reduction in homicides, robberies, assaults, and larcenies but an increase in
rape, burglaries, and motor vehicle thefts when compared to 2020.
There were no murders in 2021, which is a decrease from the one homicide that was reported in
2020. There were two rapes in 2021, which is an increase from the one rape reported in 2020.
There were 12 robberies in 2021, which is a decrease from the 15 robberies in 2020. There were
89 assaults in 2021, which is a decrease from the 120 assaults in 2020. There were 54 burglaries
in 2021, which is an increase from the 43 burglaries reported in 2020. There were 468 larcenies in
2021, which is a decrease from the 582 larcenies in 2020. There were 22 motor vehicle thefts in
2021, which is an increase from the 16 motor vehicle thefts in 2020.
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Of the 647 Part A crimes reported in 2021, there were 62 cases cleared by arrest, 85 cases cleared
by court action, 12 cases cleared exceptionally, four cleared through a referral, nine closed by
completed service, and one inactive case, resulting in a 26.74% clearance of Part A crimes.

MURDER – DOWN 100%
There were no reported homicides in 2021. This is a decrease from the one reported homicide that
occurred in 2020.
RAPE – UP 100%
There were two rapes reported in 2021, which is an increase from the 1 rape reported in 2020.
Both incidents were cleared through an arrest of the suspect.
Additionally, there were two indecent assault and batteries reported in 2021. These two incidents
remain under active investigation.
ROBBERY – DOWN 20%
There were 12 robberies reported in 2021, which is a decrease from the 15 robberies reported in
2020. Out of the 12 robberies, two incidents were determined to be domestic violence related, one
incident involved a knife, five incidents involved a firearm, 1 incident was the result of a
carjacking, 1 incident was classified as a shoplifting, and two incidents involved strongarm force.
One robbery resulted in an arrest, one incident was exceptionally cleared, one incident was cleared
by referral, and three robberies resulted in court action being taken against the suspect. There were
also six attempted robberies reported in 2021, one of which involved a knife, one involved a
firearm, four involved strongarm force, and one was unarmed. One attempted robbery resulted in
court action being taken against the suspect and one attempted robbery was exceptionally cleared.
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ASSAULT – DOWN 26%
There were 89 assaults reported in 2021, which is a decrease from the 120 assaults reported in
2020. Out of 89 assaults, 33 were classified as domestic violence incidents, four were classified as
being against police officers, three involved the use of a knife, one involved the use of a firearm
and 11 were classified as involving the use of a dangerous weapon. 31 assaults resulted in an arrest,
34 assaults resulted in court action being taken against the suspect, three were cleared through a
referral, and four were cleared through completed service.
BURGLARY – UP 26%
There were 54 burglaries reported in 2021, which is an increase from the 43 burglaries reported in
2020. Out of the 54 burglaries, 37 were of residential properties, 16 were of commercial properties,
and one was of government owned property. Nine incidents resulted in an arrest, four resulted in
court action being taken against the suspect, and one was exceptionally cleared. There were also
16 attempted burglaries reported in 2021. 12 of these attempts were of residential properties, two
were of commercial properties, and two were of government property. Three attempted burglaries
resulted in an arrest and one resulted in court action being taken against the suspect.
LARCENY – DOWN 20%
There were 468 larcenies reported in 2021, which is a decrease from the 582 larcenies reported in
2020. Out of the 468 larcenies, 95 were for bicycle thefts, 87 were for shopliftings, 99 were for
package/mail thefts, and 70 were for breaking and entering of motor vehicles. 19 larcenies resulted
in an arrest, 42 larcenies resulted in court action being taken against the suspect, 10 were
exceptionally cleared, four were cleared through completed service, and one is inactive.
There were also 36 attempted larcenies reported in 2021. Out of the 36 attempted larcenies, one
was for a bicycle theft, 27 were for breaking and entering of motor vehicles, three were for scooter
or moped thefts, four were for package/mail thefts, and one was for a theft of a wallet. Two
attempted larcenies resulted in court action being taken against the suspect, one was exceptionally
cleared, and one was closed administratively.
MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT – UP 38%
There were 22 motor vehicle thefts reported in 2021, which is an increase from the 16 motor
vehicle thefts reported in 2020. Out of the 22 motor vehicle thefts, 19 were of automobiles, two
were of motorcycles, and one was of a motorized scooter. Two motor vehicle thefts resulted in
court action being taken against the suspect and one was cleared through completed service. There
were no attempted motor vehicle thefts in 2021.
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RACE AND GENDER BREAKDOWN OF
POLICE AND COMMUNITY INTERACTIONS
ARRESTS
In 2021, there were 109 arrests, down 47.09% from the 206 arrests made in 2020. In 2021, 49
arrestees were identified as white (44.95%), 31 arrestees were identified as Black (28.44%), 23
arrestees were identified as Hispanic/Latinx (21.10%), 1 was identified as Asian/Pacific Islander
(.92%), 5 were identified as Middle Eastern/East Indian (4.59%), and none were identified as
Native American/Alaskan Native. Of the 109 arrests in 2021, 91 identified as males (83.49%) and
18 identified as females (16.51%). Juveniles accounted for two arrest in 2021 (1.83%).

2021 Arrests: 109
Race
White
49
Black
31
Hispanic/Latinx 23
Asian/
1
Pacific Islander
Middle Eastern/
5
East Indian
Native
American/
0
Alaskan Native
Unclassified
0
Total:
109

Gender
Male
Female
Unidentified

91
18
0

Total:

109
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In 2021, there were 647 Part A crimes. Compared to 2020, where 778 Part A crimes were reported,
crime is down 16.84%. Below is a graph detailing the total Part A crimes to number of arrests that
have occurred in the past 10 years.

Of the 109 arrests in 2021, 30 identified as residents of Brookline by providing a residential address
within the Town’s borders (27.52%). The remaining 79 arrestees identified as non-Brookline
residents by providing a residential address in other municipalities, states or countries (72.48%).
In 2020, residents of Brookline accounted for 23.8% of arrestees. In 2019, residents of Brookline
accounted for 19% of arrestees. In 2018, residents of Brookline accounted for 26.2% of arrestees.
In 2017, residents of Brookline accounted for 17.2% of arrestees. In 2016, residents of Brookline
accounted for 22.5% of arrestees. Below are two charts outlining the breakdown of resident and
non-resident arrestees in 2021. Please see the appendix for charts outlining the breakdown of
resident and non-resident arrestees for previous years.
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Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2021

Arrests per 1K Black Resident Population
# of Black Residents Arrested Black Residents Pop
30
1,997
26
1,997
16
1,997
15
1,997
12
1,997
9
1,997
11
1,997
10
1,997
9
2,931
9
2,069

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Rate
15.02
13.02
8.01
7.51
6.01
4.51
5.51
5.01
3.07
4.35

According to the 2020 Census, 2,069 residents of the Town of Brookline self-identified as being
Black or African American alone. An additional 862 residents self-identified as being bi-racial or
multi-racial with Black or African American being one of their races. In an effort to increase
transparency, we have provided the rate of arrests per 1000 Black resident population for residents
self-identifying as Black or African American alone as well as residents self-identifying as biracial or multi-racial with Black or African American being one of their races.
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In 2021, one sex offender was registered in our records management system. There were no
individuals placed in protective custody. Additionally, eleven individuals in the custody of various
federal agencies were housed at the Brookline Police Department on behalf of the agencies until
they could be brought to court.
In comparison to the 2021 arrests, in 2020 there were 206 arrests which was a 39.94% decrease
from the 343 arrests made in 2019. In 2020, 52.91% of arrestees were identified as White, 31.55%
of arrestees were identified as Black, 9.22% of arrestees were identified as Hispanic/Latinx, 1.94%
of arrestees were identified as Asian/Pacific Islander, 3.88% of arrestees were identified as Middle
Eastern/East Indian, .49% were identified as Native American/Alaskan Native and no arrestees
were unidentified. Additionally, 83% of arrestees identified as male and 13% identified as female.
In 2020, three arrestees were juveniles (under the age of 18 at the time of arrest).
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The following two graphs compare the percent breakdown by race and gender of persons arrested
over a three-year period.
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FIELD INTERROGATIONS
Commencing with the beginning of 2015, the Department began to breakdown what we had
previously classified as Field Interviews into two subsets: Field Contacts & Field Interrogations.
Field Contacts cover those individuals who the police encounter during the normal course of
conducting routine police services that we need to identify. Field Interrogations are individuals
stopped by the police whom the police or community members believe to be acting suspiciously
and rise to the level of suspicion that they have, are or are about to commit a criminal offense.
In 2021, there were 33 field interrogations conducted, which is a decrease of 8.33% from the 36
field interrogations conducted in 2020. Of the 33 field interrogations, 17 were identified as White
(51.52%), 11 were identified as Black (33.33%), 3 were identified as Hispanic/Latinx (9.09%), 1
was identified as Asian/Pacific Islander (3.03%), 1 was identified as Middle Eastern/East Indian
(3.03%), and none were identified as Native American/Alaskan Native. Of the 33 field
interrogations, 26 were identified as male (78.79%), 6 identified as female (18.18%), and 1 was
unidentified (3.03%). The following two graphs compare the percent breakdown by race and
gender of field interrogations in 2021.

2021 Field Interrogations: 33
Race
Gender
White
17
Male
Black
11
Female
Hispanic/Latinx 3
Unidentified
Asian/
1
Pacific Islander
Middle Eastern/
1
East Indian
Native
American/Alas
0
kan Native
Unclassified
0
Total:
33
Total:

26
6
1

33
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The following two graphs compare the percent breakdown of individuals subject to a field
interrogation by race and gender over a three-year period.
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Of the 33 field interrogations conducted in 2021, one individual identified as a resident of
Brookline (3.03%) and 32 individuals identified as non-Brookline residents (96.97%). In 2020,
residents of Brookline accounted for 17% of field interrogations. In 2019, residents of Brookline
accounted for 34.2% of field interrogations. In 2018, residents of Brookline accounted for 26.9%
of field interrogations. In 2017, residents of Brookline accounted for 25% of field interrogations.
Additionally, of the 33 field interrogations conducted in 2021, 27 were the result of a call for
service to our Public Safety Dispatch Center and six were the result of self-initiated police activity
where reasonable suspicion was developed due to a variety of circumstances.
Below are two charts outlining the breakdown of resident and non-resident field interrogations in
2021. Please see the appendix for charts outlining the breakdown of resident and non-resident field
interrogations for previous years.
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MOVING VIOLATIONS
As COVID-19 pandemic related restrictions eased and vaccination rates increased, the
Department’s traffic enforcement levels increased compared to 2020. This is expected due to the
volume of vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians moving about the Town steadily increasing
throughout the year as more people transitioned to the “new normal”. Please note that, in an effort
to be consistent with race categories provided and documented by the Massachusetts Registry of
Motor Vehicles, race categories in this section of the report will reflect those provided.
Additionally, race and gender recorded on a traffic citation are identified by the officer writing the
citation to the best of their ability as it is not practical to ask the operator to self-identify.
In 2021, there were 4,358 moving violations issued, which is an increase of 28.18% from the 3,400
issued in 2020. Of the motorists issued moving violations in 2021, 56.52% were identified as
White, 18.22% were identified as Black, 12% were identified as Hispanic, 7.16% were identified
as Asian/Pacific Islander, 4.93% were identified as Middle Eastern/East Indian, none were
identified as American Indian/Alaskan Native, and 1.17% were not identified by a race category.
Of these moving violations, 58.60% were issued to individuals identified as male, 40.73% were
issued to individuals identified as female, and 0.67% were issued to individuals without a gender
identified.
Out of the 4,358 moving violations issued in 2021, there were no traffic stops that resulted in a
non-inventory motor vehicle search.

2021 Moving Violations/Citations
Race
Gender
White
2,463
Male
Black
794
Female
Hispanic
523
Unidentified
Asian/
Pacific Islander 312
Middle Eastern/
East Indian
215
American
Indian/
Alaskan Native 0
Unclassified
51
Total:
4,358
Total:

2,554
1,775
29

4,358
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By comparison, in 2020, there were 3,400 moving violations issued. Of the motorists issued
moving violations in 2020, 57.44% were identified as White, 18.26% were identified as Black,
7.88% were identified as Asian/Pacific Islander, 11.18% were identified as Hispanic/Latinx,
4.56% were identified as Middle Eastern/East Indian, none were identified as Native
American/Alaskan Native, and 0.68% were not identified by a race category.
The following two graphs compare the percent breakdown by race and gender of persons issued a
moving violation over a three-year period.
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CIVILIAN COMPLAINTS
In 2021, there were four civilian complaints filed with the Office of Professional Responsibility.
The first complaint was filed against a patrol officer for reckless driving and failing to stop at a
red light. After a thorough investigation by the Office of Professional Responsibility, the complaint
was withdrawn by the complainant.
The second complaint was filed against a patrol officer for discourtesy and rudeness. After a
thorough investigation by the Office of Professional Responsibility, the complaint was determined
to be unfounded.
The third complaint was filed against a patrol officer for failure to provide name and badge number
on request. After a thorough investigation by the Office of Professional Responsibility, the
complaint was mediated.
The fourth complaint was filed against a patrol officer for general misconduct and bias-based
policing. The case remains open with the Office of Professional Responsibility.
The relationship between complainant/officer, the nature of the complaint and the findings are
below:
Employee
Hispanic Female
Asian Male
Black Male
White Female

Complainant
Unknown Male
White Male
White Male
Unknown
Female

Complaint
Reckless Driving
Discourtesy/Rudeness
Failure to Give Name/Badge on Request
General Misconduct, Bias-Based
Policing

Finding
Withdrawn
Unfounded
Mediated
Open

As in years past, the Brookline Police Department continues to utilize the Early Intervention
Program (EIP), when appropriate, with employees who receive civilian complaints. The EIP
provides for increased supervision and training.
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POLICE ACTIVITY SUMMARY
Calls for Service: In 2021, there were 66,233 calls for service entered into the Brookline Police
Department’s computer-aided dispatch system. Of these, 55,269 were police related calls for
service, and 10,964 were fire and emergency medical service (EMS) related calls for service. All
fire and EMS related calls for service result in a police officer being dispatched with the fire
department and/or ambulance.
Arrests: In 2021, there were 109 arrests, a decrease of 47.09% from the 206 arrests made in 2020.
One sex offender was registered, no individuals placed in protective custody, and 11 federal
prisoners housed at the Brookline Police Department on behalf of various federal agencies.
Crimes/Arrest/Calls for Service Comparison:
Year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Part A Crimes
739
721
608
778
647

Arrests
360
290
343
206
109

Calls for Service
71,044
68,141
78,288
63,806
66,233

Field Interrogations: In 2021, there were 33 field interrogations conducted, which is a decrease
of 8.33% from the 36 field interrogations conducted in 2020.
Moving Violations: In 2021, there were 4,358 moving violations issued, which is an increase of
28.18% from the 3,400 moving violations issued in 2020. There were no instances where a noninventory motor vehicle search was conducted.
Parking Tickets: In 2021, there were 76,275 parking violations issued and processed with the
Traffic/Parking Division collecting $2,150,850 in fines and penalties. This is an increase from the
73,271 parking violations issued in 2020.
Use of Force: In 2021, there were 18 use of force incidents, which is a decrease of 25% from the
24 use of force incidents that occurred in 2020.
Below is a listing of all use of force incidents in 2021.

Date

Force Utilized

01/01/2021

Hands

01/24/2021

Hands

Race/Gender

Reason
A non-compliant individual under arrest, refused officer’s
Hispanic/Male commands and resisted officers attempting a booking
search while holding an object in their hand.
An individual experiencing mental illness refused to
Middle
comply with officers who were trying to escort them out
Eastern/Female
of an active fire scene.
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02/07/2021

Firearm Display

Black/Male

02/16/2021

Hands

White/Male

03/10/2021

Hands

Black/Male

03/18/2021

Hands

Black/Male

Officer conducted a traffic stop of a vehicle reported to be
involved in an altercation where a firearm was threatened
to be used. Officers conducted a felony stop of the vehicle,
keeping their firearms at a low ready position, based on
the available information. A subsequent pat frisk of the
individual revealed no firearms. Upon further
investigation the incident appears to be a
misunderstanding between the involved individuals.
A non-compliant individual, already under arrest, fled
from the custody of officers and resisted when they tried
re-applying handcuffs.
A non-compliant individual suspected of committing a
crime was acting in an erratic manner and kicked a police
car and resisted arrest.
A non-compliant individual, reported to have a firearm,
refused an officer’s command.
An erratic non-compliant individual assaulted a victim and
fled. They had to be restrained for a Section 12
(Temporary Involuntary Hospitalization) to be issued and
subsequently transported to the hospital for a mental
health evaluation.
An officer attempted to conduct a traffic stop for several
moving violations. The vehicle accelerated in an effort to
flee the officer and then crashed into a building in Boston.
Due to the circumstances, the officer being alone at the
time and their visibility impaired from seeing inside the
vehicle, the officer kept their firearm at a low ready
position until the driver could be placed in handcuffs.
A non-compliant individual, suspected of committing a
crime, refused an officer’s commands, fled and resisted
arrest.

03/24/2021

Hands

Black/Male

03/28/2021

Firearm Point

Black/Male

04/27/2021

Hands/Wrestle
OC Spray

White/Male

05/10/2021

Hands

White/Male

A non-compliant individual, suspected of committing a
crime, refused an officer’s commands and resisted arrest.

05/10/2021

Hands

Black/Male

Officers assisted another police agency placing a noncompliant individual, suspected of committing a crime,
under arrest.

5/14/2021

Hands

White/Male

A non-compliant individual, suspected of committing a
crime, refused an officer’s commands and resisted arrest.

5/15/2021

Hands

White/Male

6/11/2021

Hands

White/Male

A non-compliant individual, with a warrant for their
arrest, refused an officer’s commands and resisted arrest
while reaching into a pile of unknown items.
A non-compliant individual, under the influence of drugs,
refused to communicate with officers, attempted to flee,
and had to be restrained for a Section 12 (Temporary
21

Involuntary Hospitalization) to be issued and
subsequently transported to the hospital for a mental
health evaluation.
7/26/2021

Hands

White/Male

8/28/2021

Hands
40 mm Launcher
(Display)

Black/Male

9/6/2021

Hands
OC Spray

Black/Male

9/9/2021

Hands

White/Male

A non-compliant individual attempted suicide and resisted
officers attempting to render aid while in a holding cell.
A non-compliant individual threatened to harm
themselves and their father with a knife and had to be
restrained in order to be transported to the hospital.
A non-compliant individual under arrest and in the
booking cell, resisted officers’ attempts of a booking
search while kicking and spitting at officers.
Officers responded to a crime in progress where the
individual was armed with a rock. The non-compliant
individual refused officer’s commands and attempted to
flee when officers were placing them under arrest.

Motor Vehicle Pursuits: In 2021, there were two motor vehicle pursuits, which is a decrease from
the three motor vehicle pursuits that occurred in 2020. The first pursuit occurred after the driver
failed to stop for a traffic violation and attempted to evade the police. The second pursuit occurred
after the driver failed to stop for the police after alleged to have committed a crime in a neighboring
jurisdiction.
Case Clearances: Of the 647 Part A crimes reported in 2021, there were 62 cases cleared by arrest,
85 cases cleared by court action, 12 cases cleared exceptionally, four cleared through a referral,
nine closed by completed service, and 1 inactive case resulting in a 26.74% clearance of crimes.
Additionally, many prior year cases were cleared/closed during this period as a result of on-going
investigations.
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UPDATES FROM
DIVISIONS AND
SPECIALTY UNITS
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COMMUNITY SERVICE AND TRAINING DIVISION
TRAINING UNIT
In 2021, the Training Unit continued to adjust
its curriculum to meet and/or exceed
Massachusetts Police Training Council
standards as well as meet the needs of our
Department’s Accreditation requirements.
During the course of the year, the Training
Unit focused on adapting to POST Standards
and continuing to take an online-training
approach to in-service training due to the
COVID-19 Pandemic.
In April, Brookline Officers attended a 1week train-the-trainer event for Active
Bystandership in Law Enforcement (online) hosted by Georgetown University. We additionally
trained two other officers in July to become additional instructors. This training will assist in
creating a police culture to which officers will routinely intervene in: preventing misconduct,
avoiding police mistakes, and promoting officer health and wellness. The skills learned in this
training will help officers recognize and prevent harmful behavior by peers. The Department now
has four trainers who have trained approximately 95% of the Department thus far.
Officers were trained and certified in all required in-service tasks presented by the Massachusetts
Police Training Council (MPTC). The Department transitioned to a hybrid training model to help
deal with COVID-19 protocols and regulations. Officers attended two in-person training classes
presented over the course of 9 weeks and completed all of the on-line trainings produced by the
MPTC. Officers were able to take all of the MPTC online required courses in order to comply with
the in-service yearly requirements. The several required topics officers completed were: Longevity
in Law-enforcement, Responding to Pandemics and Similar Emergencies, Implicit Bias, Legal
Updates, Domestic Terrorism, CPR/First responder, Firearms Qualification, and Defensive
Tactics.
In July, all sworn officers attended the firearms range at Boston’s Moon Island, participating in
the day portion of their annual firearms qualification. In August, we conducted our night firearms
training. Throughout the two trainings, officers qualified on their Department issued firearm,
pepper ball less lethal and 40mm less lethal launcher, and reviewed our Use of Force Policy in
length. As part of the trainings, officers learned and practiced less lethal options, malfunctions,
target assessment, safe weapon handling, as well as single-handed shooting and movement drills
while utilizing their flashlights.
The Department continued the use of an online platform called PMAM/HCM- a platform for
policy and learning review. This platform complies with Massachusetts Accreditation and
Certification and is one of the recommended programs by the Massachusetts Police Accreditation
Program. The Department used this platform to assist with implementing new trainings, written
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policy, etc. The system helps track the training and an officer’s progress. Specifically, it became
extremely helpful in putting out trainings and new policies with the ongoing pandemic, and
changes by POST. In 2022 The Training Unit will continue to develop new and innovative ways
to conduct training with regards to the COVID-19 Pandemic and other factors. This includes
looking at conflict resolution training for supervisors and working with the Town’s Human
Resources Department to incorporate training for supervisors and officers.
SOCIAL MEDIA
The Community Service Division oversees all social media platforms for the Brookline Police
Department. This includes a Twitter account, Facebook page, and Instagram account. On
Facebook, the Department increased its followers by 1,392 to have 6,205 followers in December
2021 compared to 4,813 followers in December 2020. On Instagram, the Department increased its
followers by 214 to have 2,454 followers in December 2021 compared to 2,240 followers in
December 2020. On Twitter, the Department increased its followers by 32 to have 10,991
followers in December 2021 compared to 10,959 in December 2020.
In addition to these social media outlets, the Department has a blog page, YouTube channel and
webpage. Over the past year, members of the Department have posted extensively throughout all
social media outlets resulting in thousands of people being reached and provided with critical
information as well as learning more about the daily activities of police officers.
ELDER AFFAIRS
The Community Service Division continues to assign an
officer to assist the residents of Brookline, age 55 and older,
addressing a wide range of issues affecting them. Since 2016,
the Elder Affairs Officer for the Town of Brookline has been
Officer Michael Disario. In 2021, Officer Disario continued to
partner with the Town of Brookline Council on Aging,
Brookline Senior Center, Center Communities of Brookline
and the Hoarding Task Force to continue to address the needs
of elders and these organizations efforts to identify and assist
those seniors who need further assistance. This includes
seniors with advanced mental health concerns including
dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, and hoarding issues. Some
seniors are monitored through the Department’s Crisis
Intervention System for a better police response and ongoing
care.
While the threat of the COVID-19 pandemic has decreased, Officer Disario continued to work
closely with various Town agencies, including the Senior Center/Council on Aging to ensure
seniors were still receiving the necessary services. In an effort to return to normalcy, Officer
Disario made numerous visits to senior residences and hosted an unused prescription drug
collection, had a “Senior Safety" talk, hosted “Cocoa with a Cop” and organized a “Senior Citizen
Holiday Gift Giving” event for the holiday season.
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Outside of Officer Disario’s normal duties of assisting the elderly in Town, he makes himself
available to the entire Community Service Division and lends a hand in other community driven
events. Officer Disario assisted at the Park School Summer Camp during the CSI week, assisted
with the Brookline Police Summer Youth Program, continued his work helping the Brookline Food
Pantry, and joined other officers in assisting with the Police Department’s Thanksgiving Feast
providing a Thanksgiving meal for members of the community.
COMMUNITY RESOURCE OFFICERS
The Community Service Division has transitioned over the year to have a more robust mission that
includes engaging the youth and greater community in non-traditional law enforcement settings.
Officers assigned as Community Resource Officers on the evening shift utilized their expertise
and training in a variety of topics to implement Town-wide community service initiatives and
programs. These officers expanded and altered their roles and responsibilities to reach a greater
portion of the population within the Town of Brookline. This proved to be an easy transition due
to the many community connections they’ve established throughout their years of experience.
They have continued to put an emphasis on engaging and building bridges with the youth
population of Brookline. These officers have extensive training in crisis intervention, drug
overdose and post overdose response, mental health awareness, crisis negotiation, and critical
incident stress management to name a few areas.
These officers continued to work with various Town Departments and the community, assisting at
various COVID-19 vaccination clinics and testing sites. They have also continued to support
Brookline Special Olympic athletes by participating in games and practices with them. While these
officers have continued to work together as a unit, they have also each proven successful in their
own individual endeavors in 2021.
As a Community Resource Officer, Officer Stephenson has continued his work with and
dedication to the youth of Brookline. Officer Stephenson continues to attend a weekly round table
meeting with Brookline High School administration. Officer Stephenson is one of the
Departments’ two liaisons to the Towns unhoused population and sits on the Town’s Homelessness
Task Force. Officer Stephenson has a passion for and proven track record of helping all those in
need.
Officer Healy recently became the Departments’ first LGBTQ+ Liaison in addition to her regular
work in the Community Service Division. Officer Healy has been networking with community
partners to gather informational resources and bring people together. She has met
with all elementary school GSA programs, the library, the Town’s Human
Resources director and many others in Town to discuss her new role in
supporting members of the LGBTQ+ community - both within our Department
and Town-wide. Last summer, she initiated a local chapter of the Safe Place
program with local businesses which helps to protect all people against all hate
crimes. She also started a self-defense course for LGBTQ+ youth. In recognition
of Officer Healy’s tremendous amount of work for the LGBTQ+ community, she
was awarded the Elsie Frank Memorial Award by the New England Chapter of
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the Gay Officers Action League. She looks forward to continuing to grow this new position
throughout 2022.
Officer Pilgrim serves as a Community Resource Officer and
is additionally a member of the Brookline Police Motorcycle
Unit, Bike Unit, and Recruitment Unit, as well as a certified
MPTC Physical Fitness Instructor. Officer Pilgrim has been
working with the Department’s Recruit Officers to help them
prepare for the rigors of the police academy. Officer Pilgrim
also completed his Critical Incident Stress Management
Training this year and hopes to join the Greater Boston Stress
Management Team. Officer Pilgrim helps manage the
Department’s website and provides technical and logistical
support to many of the Division’s events and programs.
Our Community Resource Officers are passionate about the
community and are continuously finding new ways to help
and serve those in our Town. Despite changes and challenges,
these officers continue to find new ways to make our
Department and community better.
YOUTH RESOURCE O FFICERS
Building upon the Community Service Division’s new, more robust mission of engaging youth
and the greater community, Youth Resource Officers pivoted their roles and responsibilities to
reach a greater portion of the youth population within the Town of Brookline in new nontraditional, non-school-based ways. They have continued to put an emphasis on engaging and
building bridges with the youth population of Brookline through new forms of outreach and
interaction with the community this year.
The officers assigned as Youth Resource Officers bring decades of
experience and specialized training to the position, including
maintaining their National Association of School Resource Officers
(NASRO) certifications. These Officers focus on interacting with the
youth and families of Brookline. These officers support and assist
Brookline families with any problem or hardship they may need
assistance with and in these roles have created networks and
relationships throughout the Town and State that enable them to
assist Brookline families. The Youth Resource Officers work directly
with the Brookline Public Schools, Brookline Teen Center,
Brookline Recreation Department, Brookline Parks and Open Spaces Department. A major benefit
of having these relationships is to identify and intervene early with any youth that may be
experiencing crisis, and thus possibly avoiding the criminal justice system.
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All Youth Resource Officers are currently CIT trained and conduct follow ups with juvenile CIT
clients. The officers continue to work on developing and maintaining strong relationships with
these CIT clients and their families to ensure proper services are readily available.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and evolving relationship between youth and the police, the
Youth Resource Officers were not able to interact with youth in the ways they have traditionally.
These officers worked to find new ways to engage with our youth, including but not limited to,
non-traditional forms of outreach and interaction outside of school settings. They assisted with the
Special Olympics, Brookline Thrives, Brookline Food Pantry, and the Food Service Team of
Brookline. The Youth Resource Officers also organized several successful community events,
which created positive interactions between the police and community. Some of the events
included the Brookline Police Summer Youth Program, Family Flicks and Fun in the Park in
conjunction with the Parks and Open Space Division and Recreation Department, as well as
Community Thanksgiving Feast. This fall, the Youth Resource Officers worked on the curriculum
development and planning for hosting an afterschool program for middle schoolers which is
scheduled to start in March 2022.
One of the Youth
Resource
Officers,
Officer Kaitlin Conneely,
built a strong relationship
with Brookline High
School while she was
assigned there in previous
years. Officer Conneely
found alternative ways to
interact with and build
meaningful relationships
with high school aged
youth who sought out her
services and assistance. She was able to maintain incredible relationships with both staff and the
students who reached out to her. Officer Conneely also worked closely with the other Youth
Resource Officers and the Detective Division’s Juvenile Unit and has a strong understanding of
the CIT model. Officer Conneely continued to provide assistance in community care taking acts
such as exterior traffic control at the high school and greeting students as they arrive and depart
from the high school every day.
One of Officer Conneely’s roles is to assist the Legal Studies elective/course at Brookline High
School by sponsoring the High School Citizen’s Police Academy. By coordinating with the
course’s teachers, Brookline District Court and members of the Brookline Police Department,
students in the course graduate the Citizen’s Police Academy with a better understanding of the
Criminal Justice system while fostering relationships between youth and the police.
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CRIME ANALYSIS UNIT/EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Throughout 2021, the Crime Analysis Unit produced
weekly COMPSTAT reports distributed Department wide.
The weekly reports consist of a recap for Part A crimes, an
arrest log and traffic crash report.
In addition to these weekly reports, there were several
special reports generated for various crimes and quality of
life concerns, which were requested by residents, nonresidents, institutions of higher learning and both
governmental and non-governmental agencies. The reports
detailed everything from package thefts and incidents of
domestic violence to bike crashes and fraud cases.
The Crime Analyst, Officer Nick Goon, continues to be assigned to assist with emergency
preparedness, and was assigned to the Town’s Emergency Operations Center during activations to
assist the town wide effort to prepare and respond to the evolving pandemic and other emergencies.
This is in addition to the analyst’s normal duties, which included monthly analyses of various
crimes suspected to have been impacted by the pandemic.
As a co-coordinator for the Community Emergency Response Team (CERT), Officer Goon along
with Sergeant Casey Hatchett receives applications for the next available CERT training, develops
and delivers training to CERT volunteers and oversee the deployment of CERTs when activated
to assist at various events and emergencies in Town. The CERT Co-Coordinators are planning for
upcoming and continuing education training this spring, in addition to the current JrCERT program
they are currently running for 22 high school-aged youth.
The Crime Analysis Unit continued to assist other members of the Community Service Division,
as well as other Divisions, to complete their goals and tasks, which included school lockdowns,
community presentations, drive-by graduations, school traffic posts, specific crime tracking and
analysis, and training.
Officer Goon continues to be assigned as the Department’s liaison to the Asian American Pacific
Islander (AAPI) Community to bridge the gap between the Department and the Asian community.
During the height of the Stop Asian Hate movement, Officer Goon along with other members of
the Community Service Division visited the majority of AAPI owned, operated or themed
businesses in the Town of Brookline. Through these interactions they were able to provide a sense
of comfort and safety, while maintaining a relationship and open line of communication to report
hate crimes. Officer Goon also recently became our Department’s daytime liaison to the unhoused
population and serves on the Homelessness Task Force.
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BEAR, OUR COMMUNITY RESOURCE/COMFORT DOG
Between January and June 2021, Officer Katie McCabe
and her K9 partner, Bear, were still visiting schools and
assisting school administration as requested as well as
standing visits within the learning centers at the Heath and
Lincoln Schools. Bear would make community visits to
encourage positive behaviors, engage in community helper
talks, expected behavior discussions, and overall meet and
greets.
With the anxiety revolving around COVID-19 and coming
back to school, Bear and Officer McCabe also assisted with
a student at the Heath School that had severe anxiety for
entering the school building and selective mutism. The
team would meet with the student, parent and teacher to
build a relationship. As the student became more
comfortable, Bear would be inside the school for them to visit. The visits proved to be successful
and the student was able to go to class with his grade level.
From September through December 2021, Officer McCabe and Bear were no longer directly
assigned to the schools. However, requests were still made for visits to the schools for community
helper talks. Parents and school administrators/staff were also still reaching out regarding school
refusal assistance. There were also many cases of students leaving school without permission and
subsequently reported missing, resulting in Bear and Officer McCabe being requested for
assistance as Bear is trained in Search and Rescue. Bear and Officer McCabe were also requested
for medical assistance at Brookline High School for assistance in calming students experiencing
mental health related concerns.
Outside of their traditional responsibilities, Bear and Officer McCabe were featured in the Town
of Brookline’s COVID vaccination video, participated in the Malden Police Department’s Cops
for Kids with Cancer event, were featured in a documentary by Northeastern University students
regarding Bear, and were a visible presence at the Town’s First Light event. Officer McCabe and
Bear have a robust social media presence on Instagram and you can find them
@officerkatieandbear. Check out their page! We guarantee it’ll bring a smile to your face.
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DETECTIVE DIVISION
During 2021, the Detective Division was
assigned 1,068 cases for follow-up and
investigation. These assignments include
both Part A and B crimes, attempts to
commit a crime and other situations which
may not have amounted to a crime but
required further investigation. Many cases
had multiple Detectives assigned to them,
due to the complexity of the case.
The Detective Division has remained flexible to adjust to policing during the COVID-19
pandemic. Detectives were able to conduct many follow ups over the phone or virtually. While
this has inhibited the ability at times for positive interaction with victims, the investigators have
managed well. Members of the Division continue to fulfill additional duties such as Designated
Infectious Control Officer and assist with procuring protective equipment for the entire
Department.
During 2021, two detectives left the Department to seek employment with the Boston Police and
Mass Port Police. Both left with numerous Commendations and Awards for service and their
absence has left a void.
During the year, detectives have investigated a
range of crimes including but not limited to,
identity theft, fraud, breaking and entering,
robbery, armed assault, civil rights crimes and
death investigations. Through these efforts,
Detectives have worked with regional Police
partners, State Police, Federal Agencies including
the FBI, DEA and Secret Service as well as
prosecutors in the District Attorney’s office, the
Massachusetts Attorney General's Office and the
United States Attorney’s office. There are
Detectives who work with task forces in the FBI and DEA to address crimes that increasingly
extends beyond local boundaries and incorporate complex technical skills. The work of the
Brookline Police Detectives is exemplary and well regarded in the region. It is a credit to each and
every Detective and the professionalism with which they approach their job.
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In October, a large theft occurred from a local
cannabis dispensary. Detectives were able to
identify a suspect and recover evidentiary items,
a large quantity of cannabis products, and $2,500
US currency. A warrant was issued and the
suspect was arrested for Larceny Over $1,200.
In 2021, Brookline Detectives conducted an
investigation into the presence of child
pornography. In conjunction with the Special
Response Team, a search warrant was conducted
at a Brookline address in this investigation, which
led to the discovery and seizure of numerous
firearms.
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, there were numerous reports of scam phone calls. These
occurred locally and throughout the country. Of particular note was a scam targeting the elderly
claiming to be a family member who had been arrested and needed money. Detectives worked
with other municipalities and the FBI to gather data and connect evidence. This ultimately led to
a federal arrest of suspects in NY, CT, and Boston.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE - JUVENILE UNIT
The Domestic Violence Unit was involved in the investigation of 111 cases in 2021, in addition to
other general investigative duties. These cases involved follow up on arrests for domestic violence,
restraining order violations, allegations of domestic abuse and juvenile crimes. The unit consists
of a Detective Sergeant, Detective and a Victim/Witness Civilian Advocate. The unit regularly
provided resources, support and referrals to victims of domestic violence and their families. The
unit also regularly worked in coordination with the Brookline Police Department’s Family Unit
and Brookline Public Schools on various issues involving students and juvenile matters. The
Domestic Violence Unit additionally works conjointly with victim witness advocates from the
Norfolk County District Attorney’s Office in a variety of investigations, to ensure collaboration
and sharing of resources.
TOWN COUNSEL LIAISON – INTELLIGENCE DETECTIVE
The Town Counsel Liaison is assigned all cases requiring follow up investigation where Town
property is damaged or destroyed. These cases primarily involved motor vehicle accidents whether
Town property was struck or a caused damage to private property. The detective supports and
works in liaison with the Office of Town Counsel in many of these cases.
In addition, this Detective participates in a daily weekday conference call with the Boston Regional
Intelligence Center (BRIC) where information is jointly shared with participating agencies on
criminal activity and crimes trends. The sharing of information often leads to the identification of
individuals committing crimes in various cities/towns. Local, State, Federal agencies participate
in the call
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INTELLIGENCE SHARING
Through intelligence sharing, countless cases were cleared through prosecution of subjects who
were identified for their criminal action. Most of these incidents involved either video and/or
photographs obtained by detectives on follow up investigation of crimes. These images were then
shared regionally, primarily through distribution by the Boston Regional Intelligence Center,
(MassCRIMEnet). Through the distribution, other members of law enforcement have been able to
identify subjects involved in criminal activity in Brookline. As an example, one recent case had
four independent law enforcement officers identify a larceny suspect. Further follow up by
investigating detectives resulted in prosecution numerous times. In addition, Brookline Detectives
have made numerous identifications of subjects involved in criminal activities in other
jurisdictions via this distribution process. Many criminals are repeat offenders and travel through
various jurisdictions committing similar crimes. Technological advances allowing the ease of
sharing of intelligence between law enforcement agencies has become fundamental to solving
crime.
Intelligence sharing has been beneficial when communicating with the Houses of Worship
throughout Brookline. The Intelligence Unit has created an email alert system with the Town’s
religious institutions where notifications are immediately made of both regional and national
events that have taken place. Events such as the stabbing at Shaloh House Day School in Brighton
and the hostage incident at Colleyville, Texas are examples of when the notification system was
activated, notifying the local synagogues, religious schools and day care centers located inside
these facilities as to the occurrence and what the Brookline Police Department’s response was to
create a sense of safety for our congregations located in town.
Intelligence sharing has also been beneficial when communicating with our federal partners that
conduct operations in Brookline. The department has liaised with many federal agencies in the
past to ensure proper support is provided for visiting dignitaries and foreign diplomats that both
live and travel to Brookline.
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PATROL DIVISION
PUBLIC SAFETY DISPATCH CENTER
Throughout 2021, the Brookline Public Safety Dispatch
Center consisted of seventeen full-time positions for
Emergency Telecommunications Dispatchers and one fulltime
position
for
the
Chief
Emergency
Telecommunications Dispatcher who manages and directs
the operations of the Public Safety Dispatch Center and its
personnel.
Since January 1, 2021 there have been six new Emergency
Telecommunications Dispatchers hired. Two of these
newly hired Dispatchers are still undergoing training.
Brookline Public Safety Dispatchers handled 66,233 computer-aided dispatch entries. Of these,
55,269 were for the Police Department, 10,964 were for the Fire Department and for Emergency
Medical Services. Dispatchers also handled 16,088 Enhanced 9-1-1 calls. Of these, 16,046 were
9-1-1 Voice calls and 42 were SMS text messages through Text-to-911.
The Emergency Telecommunications Dispatchers have continued to attend many trainings to meet
the standard of sixteen hours of annual continuing education required by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts State 911 Department. These trainings varied in topics relating to Department of
Criminal Justice Information Systems, Verbal Judo, Providing Customer Service in 9-1-1,
Dispatcher Liability, 9-1-1 Anonymous Callers, Firefighter Safety, Mental Health First Aid, CPR
and more.
SPECIAL RESPONSE TEAM
In 2021, the Brookline Police Special Response Team (SRT) was made up of 15 Officers from
various divisions under the supervision of a Deputy Superintendent. Within the team, there is a
Tactical Commander, Support Commander, Designated Observer Team Leader, and Entry Team
Leader.
Throughout 2021, the SRT was activated two times. These activations included the Boston
Marathon and a warrant service. The high-risk warrant service led to the recovery of 3 rifles, 1
shotgun, 5 firearms, and various calibers of ammunition.
The team has received warm and wet weather gear for use during the adverse weather conditions
on call outs and during large events. Various trauma and rescue equipment have been received
including individual fire extinguishers, duty belt mounted trauma sheers, and glass punches.
The SRT has resumed a regular training schedule in accordance with policy and national standards
best practices. The exception to this is the 40-hour collective training requirement which was not
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conducted this year. Training has included de-escalation, response to suicidal subjects, Officer
involved shootings, policing political protests, and Officer mental and physical wellness.
Training areas are becoming further restricted as Fort Devens Range Complex will no longer allow
“self-insured” entities to train at their facilities. Additionally, the Boston Police Department’s
firearms range at Moon Island will be used significantly more as the Boston Police begin to
implement a four-qualification per year training model for all of their officers.
In 2022, the SRT is still looking to add members in order to maintain functionality. The Training
Schedule for 2022 is pending but includes a week of training in May for our annual training.
PATROL WARRANT UNIT
For 2021, the Patrol Warrant Unit (PWU) was comprised of various staffing levels. The
Department lost two officers in December, who were both members of the PWU. The PWU is
now comprised of seven officers.
The PWU has maintained their strong working relationships and continues to work closely with
the Brookline District Court Probation Office, Boston Police Department Fugitive Unit, and the
MA State Police Violent Fugitive Apprehension Section. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 2021
has had very limited proactive arrests and investigations for seeking out wanted individuals. The
uncertainty of individuals being arrested and their COVID status had negative effects on these
efforts as the well-being of officers and those in the Public Safety Building are paramount. Further,
there were not as many warrants for felonious offenses of serious nature in order to justify
proactivity with the elevated risks.
The total statistics of the Patrol Warrant Unit for 2021 include the following:
- 8 subjects/individuals targeted or investigated
- 10 separate outstanding warrants cleared either through arrest, turn-in by initiation of the
PWU, or through investigation
- 3 district courts and 1 superior court comprised the issuing courts for the above warrants
for the entire year
With a better and safer grasp on the COVID-19 pandemic for all involved, the PWU will eventually
begin returning to more proactivity in selecting and seeking out wanted individuals to respond to
court issued warrants.
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BIKE UNIT
In 2021, the Bike Unit continues to be
under the direction of a Deputy
Superintendent and consists of 2 sergeants
and 10 officers from various divisions.
This past year the Bike Unit remained a
part of the Cops on Bikes for Regional
Assistance (COBRA) team. Throughout
the year there was one COBRA activation
to provide assistance to the Boston Police
Department for a “Rise against Tyranny”
rally in November. This past year the Bike
Unit has been primarily used for
assignments within the Town of Brookline.
The Bike Unit provided support along the
race route for the Boston Marathon and was assigned to the areas around the marijuana
dispensaries to be a visible presence to alleviate community concerns and assist with any quality
of life issues.
The Bike Unit will continue to look for training opportunities and new equipment that can benefit
the Unit in 2022. The Unit continued the bike registration program available to all community
members and is working on a program for bikes to be registered on the Brookline Police
Department’s website. The Bike Unit remains ready for all assignments, COBRA activations and
will continue to enhance public safety in the Town of Brookline through high visibility and a team
approach.
LODGING REPORT
Throughout 2021, there has been one reported issue regarding lodging houses within the Town of
Brookline.
The Pine Street Inn at 1017 Beacon Street had some issues, raised by their neighbors, about loud
and obnoxious behavior by the residents, specifically one individual. The concerns raised by the
neighborhood were about noise, litter, and the lack of an on scene Resident Agent. After working
with the Pine Street Inn, Brookline Housing Authority, and the neighbors, these issues were
satisfactorily resolved. A new Resident Agent is now living on site, improvements have been made
to the living arrangements, and a more streamlined process to contact management has been
implemented. STARS assignments were completed by the Police and proved effective not only in
giving notice to the Pine Street Inn of the issues being raised, but also in reassuring the neighbors
that their complaints were being taken seriously and would be addressed.
The Lodging Officer completed three Resident Agent Change applications and background checks
as well as an application for a new lodging louse license. He also assisted in liquor licensing as
needed and was given duties and responsibilities related to COVID-19.
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All licensed Lodging Houses are inspected by the Police, Health, Building and Fire Departments
between September and December and the inspections are scheduled by the Health Department.
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic it was decided that each Department would determine
which properties would be inspected in-person and which would not. All properties would
however have to submit all of their required documents electronically. Over the past several
months all of the licensed lodging houses have been inspected or reviewed by the Police
Department along with the Health, Building and Fire Departments.
The Lodging Officer continues to receive inquiries regarding Airbnb’s from residents as well as
police officers. They have been directed, at the request of the Building Department, to address
their concerns with the Building Department so that they can compile one list of complaints. The
Building Department will take action as needed.
LIQUOR LICENSING
Throughout 2021, 26 Administrative Inspections were conducted. Administrative inspections
involve an inspection of the licensed premise to ensure compliance with State and Local laws. This
would include ensuring a duly appointed and Select Board approved manager or alternate manager
is on the premises, the liquor notebook is in order, required signage is posted, staff has the required
training certifications, etc. For those licensed establishments with outside seating, the inspection
includes ensuring they are following regulations. During this period, forty-four (44) one-day
licenses and eight (8) new or transferred alcohol licenses were issued. There were approximately
sixty (60) additional special reports completed regarding alteration of premises, entertainment
licenses, manager changes, liquor investigations, new licenses, and license transfers.
Licenses include the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common Victualler – All Kinds of Alcoholic Beverages
Common Victualler – Wine and Malt Alcoholic Beverages
Package Store – All Kinds of Alcoholic Beverages
Package Store – Wine and Malt Alcoholic Beverages
Club License – All Kinds of Alcoholic Beverages
Innkeeper License – All Kinds of Alcoholic Beverages
Throughout 2021, six verbal warnings and one written warning were issued for violations which
occurred during administrative inspections.
Outdoor dining has been approved to many establishments in the Town of Brookline. There have
been no major issues regarding current Liquor license holders in 2021 that would negatively affect
renewals for the upcoming year. Since the COVID-19 Pandemic and continuing to this day,
restaurants and bars have been working with other Town agencies on health, safety, and
transportation issues. Inspections of establishments have been met with willing business owners
eager to rebound from COVID-19 pandemic restrictions of 2020 and regain their livelihood.
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In January, the Liquor Licensing Officer was made aware that The Clayroom, located at 1408
Beacon St., was allowing patrons to bring their own beer and wine into the pottery store during
business hours. The Clayroom is a pottery studio that has been in business since 1999. They
received a cease-and-desist order which they complied with and there have been no further
incidents.
In September, an investigation by the ABCC with the assistance of the Brookline Police
Department resulted in an inspection of the Sunset Cantina at 916 Commonwealth Avenue. Sunset
Cantina currently holds an All-Kinds Alcohol license. This inspection revealed that this restaurant
was serving underage patrons who were using false identifications. An ABCC hearing is scheduled
for December 2021, regarding the matter.
In October, a second incident was reported to the Liquor Licensing Officer regarding Sunset
Cantina. On the night of October 30th, the Boston Police arrested a subject for an alleged sexual
assault on the premises by a patron. There had been an initial question as to the jurisdiction on the
night of the incident and the Boston Police made an arrest for the assault. This office is working
with the Boston Police and Sunset Cantina management regarding this incident.
It is the overall goal of the Brookline Police Department’s Liquor Licensing Officer to ensure
public safety and positively impact the quality of life in Brookline through effective alcohol
enforcement strategies. The Liquor Licensing Officer will work to reduce alcohol related crimes
and traffic crashes and this office will also work in cooperation with the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission to address alcohol related problems throughout Brookline. The Liquor
Licensing Officer seeks to conduct a greater number of administrative inspections in the coming
year.
CANNABIS LICENSING
Currently Brookline has three marijuana dispensaries open. New England Treatment Access
(NETA), 160 Washington Street, is operating as both a medical and adult use sales dispensary.
Sanctuary Medicinal, 1351 Beacon Street, is operating as an adult use sales dispensary. Mission
Cannabis Brookline, 1024 Commonwealth Avenue, is operating as an adult use sales dispensary.
New England Treatment Access (NETA) - 160 Washington Street
Throughout 2021, the Brookline Police Department partnered with neighborhood groups,
merchants and other municipal departments to address quality of life issues that have arisen from
the high volume of customers that were patronizing NETA prior to the outbreak of COVID-19.
Quality of life issues regarding public consumption of marijuana and urinating in public occurred
in the Brookline Village area, which were directly related to the large customer volumes at NETA.
NETA commenced retail operations on March 23, 2019 and over time; customer volumes
increased causing quality of life issues which include parking issues, littering, public consumption
of marijuana and nuisance concerns.
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Several meetings took place with neighborhood groups and the Police Department. NETA has
been very helpful in responding to issues and assisting with remedies to the problems. The Police
Department joined the NETA/Neighbors Google Group for residents to have a direct line of
communication to address complaints to problems as they occur.
NETA returned to full service “Walk Ins” and “Order Ahead” with the lifting of the Governors
COVID-19 restrictions. There was no extensive line queuing resulting from the change to full
service. It appears that due to the saturation of dispensary openings, pre-pandemic volumes of
customers are not returning post pandemic.
Four unannounced inspections of NETA were conducted in March, June, September, and
December. On all occasions all documentation required was available and up to date.
Sanctuary Medicinal - 1351 Beacon Street
Sanctuary Medicinal appeared before the Select Board to present their post COVID-19 operations
plan which will include full service “Walk Ins” and “Order Ahead” with the lifting of the
Governors COVID-19 restrictions. The Police Department reviewed the delivery plan, which will
be adhered to by “We Can Deliver LLC”, and found it satisfactory. The Select Board approved
both changes to the license conditions.
Four unannounced inspections of Sanctuary Medicinal were conducted in March, June, September,
and December. On all occasions, the documentation required was available and up to date. There
have been no issues with customer queuing or parking complaints involving the dispensary.
Comm Av Canna - 1030 Commonwealth Avenue (2nd Floor)
On June 1, 2021 Comm Ave Canna presented its business and security plan to the Select Board.
On June 8, 2201 the Select Board issued Comm Av Canna a retail license to sell marijuana. As of
this date, Comm Ave Canna is has not begun construction of their dispensary build out.
Mission Massachusetts - 1024 Commonwealth Avenue
Mission Massachusetts was approved for a retail license to sell marijuana on May 11, 2021. They
commenced operations on August 11, 2021.
Two unannounced inspections of the dispensary were conducted in September and December. On
both occasions the documentation required was available and up to date. There have been no issues
with customer queuing or parking complaints involving the dispensary.
ANIMAL CONTROL
Brookline Police Animal Control Officer David Cheung answered a total of 647 animal related
calls for service in 2021 which is a slight increase from 2020 when there were 628 animal related
calls. Officer Cheung is trained to answer a host of various animal related service calls. In addition,
he consistently makes time during his tour to proactively patrol parks and other open areas to
enforce the green leash law as well as other animal violations. Officer Cheung visits green dog
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parks and other open spaces and interacts with visitors and assures there are no violations
concerning animal issues. Oftentimes, Officer Cheung will alter his schedule to assure the many
animal related complaints are mitigated before they become a bigger problem.
In 2021, Officer Cheung worked closely with officers assigned to the Patrol Division to assure
animal-related service calls were handled impropriety in his absence. He composed and distributed
several training bulletins outlining the proper animal procedures.
In 2022, Brookline Police Animal Control Officer Cheung will continue to answer animal related
calls for service. He will continue to follow up with members of the community who have animal
complaints or questions. Officer Cheung will work with the town Parks and Open Spaces Division
to address issues concerning the Green Dog Program and maintain a good relationship with them.
In addition, he will proactively patrol for animal violations in parks and other spaces within the
town. He will seek to forge relationships with pet owners and keep them informed with information
specifically related to animal issues.
The COVID pandemic has made it hard to attend in-person animal related trainings, but Officer
Cheung will continue to seek and attend animal related training courses online and in person, as
permitted. He will maintain his certification as well as the professional standards outlined by the
ACOAM. Officer Cheung will assure patrol officers answering animal related service calls are
updated with the latest information by use of training guides and bulletins.
The below graph displays the activity of the ACO for the year:

Animal/Dog Bite
Animal Complaint
Animal Loose
Animal Follow-UP
Animal Sick
Bats
Injured Animal
Dog Barking
Dog Off Leash-Park
Turkey Complaints
Coyote Complaint
Total Calls

Jan
3
5
7
5
8
0
0
3
10
0
0
41

Feb
4
3
5
4
3
1
0
1
10
0
0
31

Mar
2
4
12
3
13
3
0
4
14
2
0
57

Apr May June July
1
1
4
3
8
5
11
8
11
14
7
13
3
2
4
4
11
26
23
18
0
4
14
2
0
0
0
0
6
2
3
1
17
12
6
4
3
0
1
1
0
3
3
5
60
66
73
59

Aug Sept
3
3
15
7
14
10
1
4
19
13
14
0
0
0
1
5
6
7
0
0
5
11
78
60

Oct
2
7
10
2
10
2
0
3
3
0
8
47

Nov Dec
0
1
6
9
7
6
1
1
8
8
4
2
0
0
1
1
11
2
2
0
4
1
44
31
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TRAFFIC AND RECORDS DIVISION
The Traffic and Records Division has a variety of responsibilities that include data collection,
money collections, traffic enforcement, details, and public records law processes oversees special
events, like the Boston Marathon, within the Town. This report highlights some of the programs
from this Division related to community policing and police/community interaction as well as a
note on the overall parking enforcement improvements from this past year and collections from
the Detail Office.
As COVID-19 pandemic related restrictions eased, the Department’s enforcement levels
significantly increased compared to 2020. Traffic accidents also increased, which was expected as
more people transitioned to the “new normal”.
PARKING CONTROL ENFORCEMENT
The Traffic Division oversees parking enforcement and
other traffic enforcement tasks, which results in millions of
dollars in revenue that cover Town expenditures. In 2021,
there were 76,275 parking violations issued and processed
with the Traffic/Parking Division collecting $2,150,850 in
fines and penalties. This is an increase from the 73,271
parking violations issued in 2020.
NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC CONCERNS
Complaints received from members of the public relating to traffic problems in their
neighborhoods are followed up by this Division. Studies are conducted to verify the issue and
analyze data collected. This would include technologies that capture traffic data on specific roads.
Data from past parking enforcement and accidents, if pertinent to the complaint, are also analyzed.
Personnel are sent to address any parking or speeding concerns. In addition, a report is conducted
with the above collected data. This data assists Traffic personnel in concluding what actions, if
any, would address the concerns. This could include traffic enforcement measures or road design
changes via the Transportation Department.
HOT SPOT ACCIDENT L OCATIONS
Traffic crash data is collected and analyzed from accident reports and crash prone locations (CPLs)
are identified in the weekly COMPSTAT report. Locations with a high number of crashes are
evaluated in an attempt to address the cause of accidents. In addition to traffic enforcement efforts,
officers will observe the locations in question and send recommendations to address crash factors
to a supervisor. The supervisor will then follow-up with appropriate town departments or external
agencies to make recommendations. In addition, the COMPSTAT/accident information which is
collected and analyzed is used to assign officers to emerging areas of concern, as well as to address
crash-causing behavior, community complaints and locations with new traffic control/design
changes.
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FAIR AND IMPARTIAL POLICING
We proactively collect traffic related data to account for Officers performance in regards to motor
vehicle stops. This involves data analysis of who the Officers are interacting with on motor vehicle
stops. The data collects information on gender and race. FAIP is a proactive system that includes
accounting for possible deviations from established norms. It further accounts for supervision on
any matter that may need addressing. The Traffic Division collects the data and highlights
statistical deviations. Significant deviations are reviewed through the appropriate Chain of
Command, including an annual review by the Office of Professional Responsibilities.
RECORDS:
The Division is charged with overseeing the Department’s records and archives. On a daily basis
we are the ‘keeper of records’ for the BPD. In recent years there has been an increase in the need
for Town Counsel to assist in contested and/or complicated matters. Their legal expertise was of
great assistance.
DETAIL OFFICE
The Traffic Division oversees the Detail Office, which continues to see an increase year after year
for the number of contractors requesting a detail officer. The Detail Office oversees the hiring,
supervising and accounting/billing for all details, which totals approximately $6 million per year.
During 2021, there were fewer details compared to 2020, as many major events in 2021 remained
cancelled due to the COVID Pandemic. Detail work was otherwise steady and included various
projects throughout the town.
The Detail Office regularly conducted spot inspections on job sites to observe Officers and job site
set-ups. Throughout the year, there were no violations of the Brookline Police Department Detail
Policy. Additionally, monthly audit checks revealed no issues pertaining to detail hours.
MOTORCYCLE UNIT
Our Motorcycle Unit is currently staffed by nine officers, sharing
five motorcycles. The Department continues to grow and utilize
this unit. The community has seen an increase in motorcycle
presence in the past year. They are very helpful in enforcement
activities in confined spaces, along with the continuing uses
towards parades, funerals and other events. This year, we have
received very positive feedback from the community as they
begin to see more of its presence.
TRAFFIC CLERK’S OFFICE
As COVID pandemic restrictions eased, the Traffic Clerk’s Office reopened to the public in order
to conduct business. The lobby of the Brookline Police Department re-opened, which included the
Traffic Clerk/Records window.
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METER DIVISION
The Meter Division within the Traffic Division is responsible for the collection of monies
deposited into the parking meters within the Town of Brookline. Throughout the pandemic,
civilians assigned to the Meter Division continued to perform their duties and adjust to the
changing situation. Unfortunately, due to budget constraints caused by the COVID-19 pandemic,
one position in the Meter Division was eliminated.
SPECIAL EVENTS
The Traffic Division is responsible for the Brookline’s operational planning for the yearly running
of the Boston Marathon. After delays and ultimately the cancelling of all major events/special
events in Brookline for 2020, the Traffic Division successfully planned for the 125th running of
the Boston Marathon in October of 2021. The Traffic Division is currently in the planning phase
of the 126th running of the Boston Marathon scheduled for April of 2022.
TRAFFIC CRASHES
In 2021, there were 1,062 reported traffic crashes in Brookline. This includes calls placed to
Brookline Police Dispatch as well as crashes observed by police officers that resulted in a service
call. It should be noted that not all crashes involved a motor vehicle. The majority of crashes were
property damage only where operators required assistance with exchanging information. Below is
a breakdown of traffic crashes involving motor vehicles and pedestrians/bicyclists/E-Scooters as
well as operating under the influence.
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BROOKLINE POLICE CRISIS INTERVENTION TEAM (CIT)/
TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER (TTAC)
The Brookline Police Department has a robust Crisis Intervention
Team (CIT) program and is a regional model for departments
across Norfolk County in best practices in police behavioral health
response. All sworn members of the Department and most of our
Public Safety Dispatchers have been trained in Mental Health First
Aid and have received basic training on responding to individuals
in crisis as part of our required annual in-service training. In
addition, all of our officers have received a minimum of forty hours
of Crisis Intervention Team training, and many have received
additional, specialized training in areas such as restorative justice,
human trafficking, trauma-informed care, homeless outreach,
suicide prevention, Alzheimer’s/Dementia and overdose response.
In addition to this department-wide level of training, officers who are particularly skilled and
motivated in the area of mental health and substance use response make up a specialized Crisis
Intervention Team within the department. The CIT team is dedicated to helping those members of
our community struggling with mental health issues and substance abuse disorders who come to
the attention of law enforcement. When appropriate, instead of confronting and arresting a person
who is exhibiting signs of mental illness or emotional distress, CIT members are trained to deescalate a crisis and assist clients towards accessing treatment and resources rather than further
criminal justice involvement. The model includes a follow-up component to help at-risk
individuals stay on track with service providers in order to minimize future crises, need for police
response, or criminal justice involvement.
Our Department’s grant-funded social worker has continued
to assist our officers with some of our more complicated
cases, allowing us to collaborate more effectively with
mental health professionals in innovative ways to serve
some of our most vulnerable community members. It is
estimated that approximately 1,500 of our calls for service
involved someone experiencing some form of mental health
crisis, resulting in 105 new referrals into the CIT program
between throughout 2021. CIT officers work closely with
our Department’s LICSW to provide support for ongoing
cases involving children, adults and seniors who are
chronically at risk in the community due to mental health or
substance use. The CIT team works collaboratively across divisions, and follow ups are conducted
by the Patrol Division, Community Service Division, and Detective Division. The Department’s
social worker conducts follow ups both independently and with officers, responds on scene when
requested by officers, and provides support to community members who reach out for assistance
prior to a 911 call in order to help prevent escalation of behavioral health crises. As a whole, the
CIT team continued to provide in-person support to individuals in need throughout this second
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year of the pandemic, during a time where many social services were discontinued or operating at
reduced/remote capacity.
In 2016, the Brookline Police Department became a CIT Training and Technical Assistance Center
(TTAC) for Norfolk County with the help of a generous grant from the Department of Mental
Health, and in the 2021 our Department offered five trainings in the 40-hour CIT model. To date
we have trained over 650 officers from the following agencies in CIT: Abington, Arlington,
Brookline, Boston, Boston School Police, Boston University, Boston EMS, Braintree, Canton,
Cohasset, Dedham, Department of Corrections, Fall River, Foxboro, Franklin, Harvard University,
Hingham, Lasell University, Mass Probation, Medfield, Medford, Medway, Milton, Needham,
Newton, North Attleboro, Northeastern University, Norwell, Norwood, Quincy, Randolph,
Sharon, Stoughton, Walpole, Wellesley, Westwood, Worcester, and Wrentham.
A typical 40-hour class schedule can be found below, though presenters may vary from course to
course. During FY21 our agency was scheduled to host six 40-hour classes and six Mental Health
First Aid Trainings, in addition to advanced level trainings; due to the safety precautions related
to the COVID-19 pandemic we hosted five CIT trainings and four MHFA sessions. We also
developed and piloted a one-day CIT Refresher course, which included experiential de-escalation
exercises, as well as a special topic training in Mental Health in LGBTQ Communities.
Below is a sample training schedule for a 40-hour CIT class.
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GREATER BOSTON LAW ENFORCEMENT
CRITICAL INCIDENT STRESS MANAGEMENT TEAM
The Greater Boston Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) Team has been established as
collaboration among ten police departments in the Greater Boston area, to include: Arlington,
Belmont, Brookline, Cambridge, Chelsea, Everett, MIT, Somerville, Tewksbury, Watertown and
Waltham for the purpose of supporting the officers within these police departments. The Team is
a resource of specially trained officers who will serve as Peer Support and provide peer counseling
to officers who have experienced a traumatic event or may be affected by a loss. Brookline Police
Department CISM Team Members are: Deputy Superintendent Jennifer Paster, Lieutenant John
Canney, Sergeant Chris Malinn, Officer Peter Muise, Officer Sean Williams, Officer Tim
Stephenson, Detective Keith Lacy, Officer Patrick Elwood, Officer Brian Bridges, Public Safety
Dispatcher Drew Mulvey, and LICSW Annabel Lane.
Members of the CISM team can be activated 7 days a week, 24 hours a day without notice.
Participating departments are urged to activate CISM following any of the “top ten” events:
1. Line of duty death
2. Suicide of a colleague
3. Injury or death of a child
4. Victim known to the responder
5. Discharge of a firearm
6. Prolonged failed rescue
7. Mass casualty incident
8. Excessive media coverage of incident
9. Administrative betrayal
10. Personal safety
In 2021, CISM team members from the Brookline Police Department responded to support officers
from surrounding communities in the aftermath of 22 different incidents, and activated the team
two times to respond to our agency. Activations of the team included officer-involved-shootings,
gruesome suicides, death or serious injuries to babies and young children, and unexpected deaths
of active duty police officers. All activations have been in person, with the exception of one
incident which was a response by the social worker via phone call at the request of the individual.
Brookline Police Officers have continued to work under considerable added stressors above and
beyond those inherent to the law enforcement field. These unique circumstances have included the
ongoing pandemic, which has resulted in officer illness, sick time, and staffing pressures, as well
as general animosity from the community in the wake of the “Defund the Police” movement that
began in 2020. Our peer support members were available to assist in a number of ways, including
making appropriate referrals for outside support, suggesting coping strategies, and assisting with
materials to enable officers to have conversations with their families, particularly their children,
about the anti-police sentiments they may become aware of. We continued to rely on our own
social worker as well as the Riverside Trauma team for clinical support.
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CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE MONITORING SYSTEM (CIMS)
There were 50 requests for a review of camera footage throughout 2021. Footage from the CIMS
cameras was reviewed and recordings were made in 44 requests.
Requests that resulted in recordings being made were provided to the following:
- Outside Agencies (3)
- Evidence (34)
- Public Records Request (7)
- Traffic Division (7)
Requests that did not result in recordings being made were due to the following reasons:
- In one (1) incident, the CIMS Camera at the requested location was not functioning due to
a traffic trash that struck the pole the camera was mounted on
- In one (1) incident, the CIMS Camera was unable to accurately note the license plate of
the vehicle from the request
- Two (2) incidents occurred in areas out of view of the CIMS Cameras
- In one (1) incident the CIMS Camera did not record the vehicle from the request travelling
within its view
- In one (1) incident, there was no explanation as to why the recording could not be made
Types of incidents that the camera footage was reviewed/requested for include:
-

Public Records Request – 7
o Traffic Crash – 6
o General Request – 1
Outside Agency Investigation – 3
o MBTA/Transit Police – 2
o Boston Police – 1
Traffic Related Investigations – 13
Criminal Investigations – 21
o Assault & Battery on a Disable Person – 1
o Assault – 1
o Attempted Larceny – 1
o Attempted Robbery – 2
o Check Fraud – 1
o Civil Rights Violation – 1
o Domestic Assault & Battery – 1
o General Investigation – 1
o Larceny of a Bicycle – 1
o Malicious Damage – 3
o Operating Under the Influence of Liquor – 3
o Operating Under the Influence of Drugs – 1
o Robbery – 1
o Traffic Stop – 3
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Due to the CIMS cameras being without shrouds and therefore operating 24 hours/day, real time
reviews can be done and have reduced the need to request and maintain footage.
Between January 1 and December 31, 2021:
- There were no incidents of misuse reported
- There were no violations of policy/procedure in the use of the cameras or in the retention
of footage
- Because of necessary camera upgrades, the camera shrouding system no longer works. The
SituCon covers did not fit with the new cameras, therefore, since July of 2015; the cameras
have been functioning without shrouds and operating 24 hours/day.
Since the implementation of the CIMS Camera Program, there have been no incidents of misuse
reported and there have been no violations of policy/procedure in the use or activation of the
cameras or in the retention of footage. This does not account for non-functioning shrouds which
require the camera to remain on.
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APPENDIX

PRIOR YEAR RACE AND GENDER BREAKDOWN
BY RESIDENT STATUS FOR ARRESTS
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PRIOR YEAR RACE AND GENDER BREAKDOWN
BY RESIDENT STATUS FOR FIELD INTERROGATIONS
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Arrest: Probable cause exists that an individual is alleged to have committed an arrestable
offense and is taken into custody.
Court Action: An individual suspected of committing a crime is summonsed into court or a
warrant is sought for their arrest.
Exceptionally Cleared: Through investigation, a suspect is identified and determined to be the
offender of a crime however, not enough evidence exists to seek criminal charges.
Cleared by Referral: In certain situations, the criminal justice system is not the best way to
resolve what originated as a police matter. In these cases the Department can refer people or
cases to other agencies. This can include but is not limited to mental health providers, the school
department, and the Brookline Health Department.
Completed Service: When a case is filed “Completed Service” it means there is no further
police action to be taken. The most common reason a case is cleared through completed service
is due to the victim not willing to pursue criminal charges against the offender.
Unfounded: An unfounded crime is one in which a police investigation has determined that the
reported crime did not actually occur, or the reporting person later states that the report was not
true.
Unfounded (Citizen Complaint): Investigation revealed that the alleged conduct did not occur.
Withdrawn (Citizen Complaint): Complainants have the right to withdraw their complaints at
any time. When this occurs a thorough investigation is still conducted by the Office of
Professional Responsibility.
Mediated (Complaint): Both parties agree to a proposed and described disposition.
Early Intervention Program: In an effort to improve the quality of policing, the Brookline
Police Department has instituted an early intervention system. This system is a progressive
program that involves training, counseling and discipline. It will be used to identify officers who
may be having difficulties in performing police work. By identifying these officers at an early
stage, intervention can take place to correct behavior patterns thereby making it less likely they
will re-occur in the future.
Section 12: Massachusetts General Law Chapter 123 Section 12 controls the admission of an
individual to a general or psychiatric hospital for psychiatric evaluation and, potentially,
treatment. Section 12(a) allows for an individual to be brought against his or her will to such a
hospital for evaluation. Pursuant to section 12(a) a physician, qualified psychiatric nurse,
qualified psychologist, licensed independent clinical social worker, or police officer may apply
to admit anyone to a facility if he or she believes that, without hospitalization, the person meets
the standard for admission.
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Section 35: Massachusetts General Law Chapter 123, Section 35 allows a qualified person to
request a court order requiring someone to be civilly committed and treated involuntarily for an
alcohol or substance use disorder. A qualified petitioner can be a police officer, physician,
spouse, blood relative, guardian, or court official.
OC Spray: Oleoresin Capsicum Spray is the “hot” portion of various types of peppers mixed
with a propellant. It can be placed into a variety of spray containers. In the Brookline Police
Department Use of Force policy it is a compliance technique only to be used on actively resistant
subjects.
40mm Less-Lethal Launcher: The Brookline Police Department utilizes the 40LMTS tactical
40mm single shot launcher. This launcher was developed to give law enforcement a less lethal
option that can be used to in situations with unruly crowds, aggressive individuals, and in
support of special tactical operations while providing stand-off distance.
COBRA: The Cops on Bikes for Regional Assistance (COBRA) Unit was formed in 2013, after
the Boston Marathon. The COBRA Unit provides assistance during major events such as the
July 4th celebration in Boston and the Boston Marathon. The original six agencies were the
Boston Police, Brookline Police, State Police, Transit Police, and Boston University Police.
STARS: The Situation Tracking and Response System (STARS) is a tracking program where
problem solving for issues is managed and tracked by supervisors to ensure that the SARA
(scanning, analysis, response, assessment) model is being utilized to problem solve such issues
as emerging crime patterns, traffic concerns, and quality of life complaints.
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